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Quasisimilarity and properties of the commutant 
of Cu contractions 
HARI BERCOVICI and LÁSZLÓ KÉRCHY 
Dedicated to Professor Béla Szőkefalvi-Nagy on his 70th birthday 
An operator T acting on the complex Hilbert space § is said to have property 
(Q) if r |ke r X and (T*|kerX*)* are quasisimilar for every X in the commutant 
{TY of T. This property was introduced by UCHIYAMA [11] in connection with 
a conjecture of SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§ [8]. 
We say that T has property (P) if kerA"* = {0} for every operator X in 
{T}' such that kerZ={0}. 
In this note we prove that a weak C n contraction has property (Q) whenever 
it has property (P). None of the assumptions of this result can be omitted. Indeed, 
there are weak C u contractions (even unitary operators) that do not have property 
(P) and we will show that there are C n contractions having property (P) but 
not property (Q). Since (P) is a quasisimilarity invariant in C n (cf. [4]) and, 
as we shall see, for unitary operators (P) and ( ® are equivalent, we obtain in 
particular that the property of being a weak contraction and property ( 0 are not 
quasisimilarity invariants in C u . 
These examples show that the results of [2] concerning weak C0 contractions 
and [1] concerning C0 contractions with property (Q) cannot be extended to the 
class of Cu contractions. 
It is easy to see that our Theorem 2.7 extends (via [4]) the result of Wu [12] 
concerning completely nonunitary C u contractions with finite defect indices. 
We note that every C^ contraction with property (P) is the direct sum of 
a singular unitary operator and an operator on a separable space. (Cf. [4, Corollary 5].) 
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1. The residual part of a contraction 
Let T be a contraction acting on the Hilbert space § and let U+ acting 
on be the minimal isometric dilation of T, that is U+ is an isometry, 
T*=Ul\^) and « + = V Un+9). Let 5t+=9tf©9? be the Wold decomposition of 
N S O 
«+ with respect to U+, with 9i= f | 
ISO 
Def in i t i on 1.1. The unitary operator /? r=f/+ |5R is called the residual part 
of T. (Cf. [9, ch. II. 2].) 
It is obvious that RVSlT=V(BRT whenever V is a unitary operator. 
Sz.-Nagy and Foia? proved the following (cf. [10, Theorem 1.3]): 
P ropos i t i on 1.2. If the contractions T and T' are similar, then RT and 
RT, are unitary equivalent. 
Let us recall that a contraction T acting on § is said to be of class C n if 
lim \\T"h\\ = 0 or lim||r*"/!| |=0 implies h=0. The following result is proved 
n OO a OJ 
in [9, Proposition II. 3.5]. 
P ropos i t i on 1.3. Any C n contraction T is quasisimilar to RT. 
It follows by [9, Proposition II. 3.4] that in the class C u RT is a quasisimilarity 
invariant and even a quasiaffine invariant. Therefore RT is the unique unitary 
operator (up to unitary equivalence), quasisimilar to the operator T of class C u . 
We do not know whether RT is in general a quasisimilarity invariant. It is 
easy to see that RT is not a quasiaffine invariant; indeed, if 5 denotes the uni-
lateral shift on H2, we have S<S* [7] and Rs^Rst. 
The following result follows from [9, Chapter VII, §1]. 
Lemma 1.4. If T is a completely nonunitary contraction on § and is 
an invariant subspace for T, then RT=RT, © RT., where T'—T[§' and 
T"=(T* ise§')*-
The following two results will help us extend this lemma to arbitrary contrac-
tions. The first of them is proved in [5, Lemma 2], while the proof of the second 
one is essentially the same as that in [5, Lemma 1]. 
Lemma 1.5. Any absolutely continuous unitary operator is similar to a completely 
nonunitary contraction. 
Lemma 1.6. Let U be a singular unitary operator and let T be a completely 
nonunitary contraction. Every invariant subspace 951 of U@T has the form 
where 91 is invariant for U and ^ is invariant for T. 
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Theorem 1.7. Let T be any contraction acting on Sj' an invariant sub-
space for T. Thenwehave RT = Rr®RT,, where T' = Tand T" = (T*\9)©§')*• 
Proof . Let T1 be another contraction acting on and X: an 
invertible operator such that TlX=XT\ set Then T' and T" are 
similar to Ti = Tj |§i and ^ ^ ( r f l ^ G ^ i ) * , respectively. This shows by Propo-
sition 1.2 that in proving the theorem we may replace T by a similar operator. 
It follows then from Lemma 1.5 that we may assume T = t /© 7\ , where U is 
a singular unitary operator and Tx is completely nonunitary. (Cf. also [9, Theorem 
I. 3.2].) Now Lemma 1.6 shows that we can further reduce the proof to the cases 
where T is a singular unitary or completely nonunitary. If T is completely non-
unitary the proposition follows by Lemma 1.4. In turn, if T is a singular unitary 
operator, then every invariant subspace of T reduces T (cf. [6, Proposition 1.11]) 
and so the statement becomes obvious. The proof is complete. 
2. C n contractions with property (P) 
The following result was proved in [4]. 
P ropos i t i on 2.1. A contraction T of class Cn has property (P) if and only 
if RT has property (P). 
Now, unitary operators having property (P) are easily characterized in terms 
of properties of their commutant. 
Lemma 2.2. A unitary operator T has property (P) if and only if the commutant 
{T}' is a finite von Neumann algebra. 
Proof . Assume first that {T}' is not finite. Then there exists a nonunitary 
isometry U in {T}' \ in particular U is one-to-one but ker U* ̂  {0} so that 
T does not have property (P). 
Conversely, if T does not have property (P), there exists X in {T}' such 
that ker X= {0} and ker X V {0}. If X = UP is the polar decomposition of X, 
we have Ud {T}' (cf. the proof of [9, Proposition II. 3.4]), ker C/ = ker X= {0} 
and ker £/*=ker X V {0} so that {T}' is not finite. The lemma is proved. 
It follows from the results of [3] that unitary operators having property (P) 
also have the following "cancellation" property: if T®U is unitarily equivalent 
to T®V for some unitary operators T,U and V, and T@U has property (P), 
then U and V are unitarily equivalent. 
P ropos i t i on 2.3. Let T be a Cn contraction having property (P). For every 
X in {T}' the operators Pr|kerx anc^ P(T*|kerx*)* are unitarily equivalent. 
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Proof . By Theorem 1.7 we have Rr^^Tikcrx^^(T*i(kcrX)±)*^^Ti(ranx)-® 
©-R(r*|kerx*)*- The operators (T*|(ker X)-1-)* and T|(ran X)~ are of class C n 
(cf. [5, Lemma 5]) and they are quasisimilar (cf., e.g., [12, Corollary 3.4]), so that 
(̂T*|(k«rX)J-)* and ¿?r|(ranX)- a r e unitarily equivalent. The proposition now 
follows from the cancellation property described above. 
An obvious consequence of Proposition 2.3 is the following. 
Coro l l a ry 2.4. Let the C u contraction T be such that T |ke rZ and T*|kerZ* 
are of class C u for every X in {T}'. Then T has property (0) if and only if it 
has property (P). 
The hypothesis of the preceding Corollary can be weakened ; to do this we need 
some definitions from [5]. For a C n contraction lati T denotes the set of those 
invariant subspaces 9JÎ for T such that r|9JÎ is of class C n . For every invariant 
subspace SOI for T there exists a largest subspace in la^ T contained in S0Î , 
this subspace (the C^-part of 9JÎ) is denoted by 9Jl(1). For a subspace 9JI in 
lat T* we set îK-Li=(aR-L)(1). 
Let us say that the Cu contraction T has property (R) if ker XÇ. latt T for 
every X in {T}'. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.5. Let T be a C n contraction having property (P). Then 
T has property (R) if and only if T* has property (R). 
Proof . By [5, Lemma 5] a subspace 3)1 is in la^ T* if and only if it has the 
form (ker X)x for some X in {T}'. It follows that T has property (R) if and 
only if Ç lat! T for every 9Ji in lat 1T*. 
Let us assume that T has property (R) and S0i£ latx T; it follows from [5, Prop-
osition 2] that (9K-L«)J-,=9K. Now, 9Jl±iÇlat1 T* and T has property (R) 
so that (9JlJ-')-L€lati T. Consequently (9KJ-0-L=(®i-Ll)J'1=®î and therefore 
9jj±1==9jjj.) that is ÏR-Lçlat! T*. We proved that T* has property (R). 
By [4, Corollary 4] T has property (P) if and only if T* has property (P). 
Thus the proof is completed by the same argument applied to T* instead of T. 
Now we can reformulate Corollary 2.4 as follows. 
T h e o r e m 2.6. Let T be a Cu contraction having property (P). Then T has 
property (Q) if and only if T|ker X is of class C u for every X in {T}'. 
Proof . The sufficiency obviously follows from Corollary 2.4 and Proposition 
2.5. Conversely, if T has property (Q) and Xe {T}', then T\ktr X is of class C1. 
and (r*|kerZ*)* is of class C.^, it follows that both operators are of class C u 
since they are quasisimilar. The theorem is proved. 
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Let us recall that a contraction T is said to be weak if I—T*T is a trace class 
operator and XI—T is invertible for some X with |A|<1. 
Theo rem 2.7. A weak C u contraction has property (P) if and only if it has 
property (Q). 
Proof . It is enough to prove that a weak C n contraction T having property 
(P) also has property ( 0 . By virtue of Theorem 2.6 it suffices to show that, if 
T is a weak Cti contraction then T\kcv X is of class C u for every X in {71}'. 
It is clear that I-(T\ker X)* (T\ker X) = PkcrX(I-T*T)\keT X is a trace 
class operator. By [9, Theorem VIII. 2.1] T is invertible. Since X commutes 
with T~x, we have that T_1(ker X)c:ker X, and so T\ktv X is also invertible. 
Therefore T |ke rZ is a weak contraction of class Cx., and so by [9, Theorem 
VIII. 2.1] it is of class C u . The theorem follows. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.8. A unitary operator has property (P) if and only if it has 
property (0. 
3. Examples 
It is known [9, Ch. VI. 4.2] that there exist C u contractions whose spectrum 
coincides with the closed unit disk. The following result shows that there are C n 
contractions having property (P) whose spectrum covers the unit disk. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.1. Let U be an absolutely continuous unitary operator. There 
exists a C u contraction T such that er(T)= {/.: |/. | ^ 1} and RT is unitarily equiv-
alent to U. 
Proof . It suffices to prove the proposition in the case U is the operator of 
multiplication by e" on L\o), where cc:[0, 2n] has positive Lebesgue measure. 
Choose pairwise disjoint subsets an of a of positive measure such that [J an~a «so 
and choose a sequence {e„}nS0 of positive numbers less than 1. For each n there 
exists an outer function 9„ (uniquely determined up to a constant factor of modulus 
one) such that |9„(^')| = 1 if t$<r„ and \3n(ei')\=s„ if t^an. It is clear by [4, 
Corollary 1] that the functional model T corresponding with the characteristic 
function 0(A) = diag (90(A), 9j(/l), ...) satisfies the condition RT=U. 
If the numbers s„ satisfy the relation lim \o„\ loge„= —» (where |cr„| 
CO 
denotes the Lebesgue measure of <J„) we have lim 9„(A)=0 for every X, |/|<], 
OO 
and by [9, Theorem VI. 4.1] this implies that a ( T ) ^ {2: ¡¿) 1}. The proposition 
follows. 
It is obvious that the operator T constructed in the preceding proof is not 
a weak contraction; in particular, a C1L contraction with a cyclic vector is not 
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necessarily a weak contraction. Let us also note that if T is of class C u then 
T and T* cannot have eigenvalues of absolute value less than 1. Thus, if T is 
a C u contraction and /.£a(T), |A|<1, then II—T is one-to-one and has non-
closed, dense range. 
In the sequel we will identify a vector / of the Hilbert space § with the 
operator C—§ defined by C ^ h — t h e adjoint f* is then defined by 
/ * ( * ) = ( * . / ) ^ ¿res-
L e m m a 3.2. Let S be an injective contraction acting on § such that SSj^ S-
There exists a vector /€§ such that the operator ( S , f ) : S j f f i C —§ defined by 
(S, f)(h © A) =Sh + If is an injective contraction. 
P r o o f . It is clear that OS,/) is injective if and only if f$S9>. Let us set 
/=u — SS*u, where u$S§> and ||w||2Sl/2. Then clearly and 
(3.1) | | M | | 2 + | | / P ^ H I 2 + I M I 2 ^ 1 . 
We only have to prove that ( S , f ) is a contraction. Indeed, let / i f f i / .€§© C; 
~ we have (using the notation D = ( I - S * S ) 1 ' i ) 
WSh+XfW* si ||Sft||2+2|A||(5/i, / ) | + |A|2||/||2 = 
= | | S f c r + 2 | A | | ( ( / - « ) | + | W I I S = \\ShP + 2\X\\(SDDh, k)| + |A|2||/||2 ^ 
^\\Shr- + 2\X\\\u\\\\Dh\\ + mf\\2. 
Using the inequality 2ab^a2+b2 in the middle term we get 
= l|/i | |2+l^l2(ll«ll2+||/ | |2)^| |/ I | |2+|A|2 
by (3.1). The lemma follows. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . There exist C u contractions having property (P) but not 
property (Q). 
P r o o f . Let T' and T" be two noninvertible 
Cu contractions acting on 
¡5' and respectively. By Lemma 3.2 we can choose vectors and 
such that ( T ' , f ) and (T"*,g) are injective contractions. It is then easy to see that 
the operator T defined on § ' © C © § " by the matrix 
T' f 0 
0 0 g* 
0 0 T" 
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is a C u contraction. Let us note that the invariant subspace § ' © C for T is 
not in lat! T, while its orthocomplement obviously belongs to la^ T*; by 
the proof of Proposition 2.5 and by Theorem 2.6 we infer that T does not have 
property ( 0 . 
By Theorem 1.7 we have R T ^ R T . ® R 0 ® R T ^ R T , @ R T „ , so that T has 
property (P) whenever T' and T" have property (P) (cf. Proposition 2.1 and 
[4, Lemma 5]). The theorem follows by Proposition 3.1. 
R e m a r k 3.4. Proposition 3.1 shows in fact that the operator T in the preceding 
proof can be chosen so that RT is unitarily equivalent to a given absolutely con-
tinuous unitary operator with property (P). In particular RT could be chosen so 
that all its invariant subspaces are reducing (a reductive operator). This shows that 
the property "latx !T=lat T " , generalizing reductivity, is 'not a quasisimilarity 
invariant in the class of C u contractions or even in the class of Cn contractions 
having property (P). 
R e m a r k 3.5. Let us choose T'=T" in the proof of Theorem 3.3; in this 
case we can produce an operator X in {T}' for which r jker X and (T*|ker X*)* 
are not quasisimilar. Such an operator is defined by the matrix 
0 0 / 
0 0 0 , 
0 0 0 
where I denotes the identity operator on = 
R e m a r k 3.6. Finally we note that we have got by Theorems 3.3, 2.6 and by 
the proof of Proposition 2.5 that the Cu-orthogonal complement fi-1-1 of a sub-
space fi^latxT, where T is a C u contraction with property (P), does not generally 
coincide with the orthogonal complement £-*- of fi. 
i 
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